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CONGRATS ON TAKING THE ACTION TO GET SIGNED!
These next 10 pages will change everything for you. I guarentee it.
Everyone knows one of the hardest parts about the Acting business is getting an
agent. Not just any agent, but one who pushes for you, who is respected and known,
and one who gets you and what you're wanting to accomplish.
Until recently, the agent submission process was essentially hopeless. I'd spend
months looking up agents on google, IMDB, and social media and sending out EACH
EMAIL individually. USPS was just as bad. Printing and postage was $250, then it
was off to the abyss of Chicago, then New York, then LA. 😭 I can't believe I spent
so much time on something that now takes only 15 MINUTES!
A great agent is the key into rooms leading you to the most incredible projects with
the most wonderful people. This is an unforgettable adventure and it all starts with
building a great team.
My name is Tommy Beardmore and I've been a professional
actor for 15 years. I've appeared on The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel,
Chicago PD, Shameless, Hustlers, and about 80 other projects
ranging from Theatre, Film, TV, Voice, and Commercial.
I've had great reps since the moment I got to Chicago, through
NYC, down in Atlanta, and on to LA. I know exactly how to get
signed and win the room and I'll be offering pieces of REALLY
IMPORTANT CAREER CHANGING advice that'll help ensure
you'll get repped. This is all FREE of charge as I LOVE helping
actors avoid the same mistakes I made. It's all we do at
WorkingActorPro!
Most actors RUIN their pitch and lose out on the one chance
that agent opened the door. They send a sub par pitch email or
flub the meeting ruining their chances and will never see that
door open again.

Tommy Beardmore
Founder
WORKING ACTOR

I'll tell you how to pitch yourself to ALL the agents in your market at once, what
exactly they're looking for you to include in your email, and the proven steps when
taking a meeting to ensure you not only get noticed, but that you get signed.
We created Agent Genie and all services at WorkingActorPro to take your career to
the next level while avoiding all the costly mistakes we made that led to years of
struggle. We did that so you don't have to. 🙂

PRO
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FIRST THING'S FIRST.
A lot of our clients and students think in order to get repped, they need tons of
credits, a union card, and a nice big Reel with recognizable talent.

NOT TRUE.
If you have a decent resume, then great! For those who are early on in their
careers, Agents have something that's called Talent In Development. This is a
roster reserved for up-and-coming actors who they are molding and investing in.
What I'll be showing you here is the same exact process that all our clients have
used to get repped in EVERY major market in North America and Europe.
That's New York City, Los Angeles, Chicago, Atlanta, London, Toronto, and
Vancouver.

The best possible way you can
ensure success with an agent is if you
think like one.
Agents are so busy. They want things
fast, concise, and easy. So in order for
their eyes to get on our stuff, you
need a catchy, memorable, and
unique SUBJECT LINE.
It sounds crazy, but that one line is the entire reason they're opening up your
email.
They need someone different, someone unique, someone with impressive skills.
It all is teased in the subject line. We begin with age and gender, ethnicity or
heritage, and finally something a bit creative and unique.

STEP 1: Compose Your Cover Letter
Open your gmail and compose a new draft email which will serve as your
COVER LETTER.
Leave the "To:" address Blank.
When writing out the SUBJECT LINE, include keywords from the casting
world to describe you and your type. BE SPECIFIC. BE HONEST.

Late 20's Asian Improv-Trained Actress Seeking
Theatrical and Commercial Rep
40's Mixed Race from Chicago Fire Seeking Theatrical Rep
30's Union Bilingual VO/Actor, Former College Athlete
Seeking Agent Representation! PLEASE SIGN ME.

It's really important to notate your type so if agents are
low on unique and diverse clients like you, they can
clearly see what makes you YOU right out of the gate. It
also shows you know the casting world. A great sign of a
pro!
Ok! Now it's time to compose the BODY of the email. Remember, Agents
don't have time to read your memoir, so try to keep it brief.
Write 5-6 sentences at most. Add links to Actors Access, LA Casting,
IMDB, and Website near the signature at the bottom.
Remember... Less is more.
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HERE'S AN EXAMPLE OF A PITCH WITH CREDITS:
*Type up your own unique version to show personality and
experience. Whatever you do, DO NOT COPY OR LIE.
Assume every agent will fully research you before
meeting.
Hello {{First Name}}!
Tommy Beardmore here from The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel. Recent
bookings include: films: Skeletons (Lead, w/ Robin Lord Taylor), Alice
Fades Away (w/ William Sadler VOD/iTunes), Case of Blue (Home
Alone Producer Scott Rosenfelt), Voiceover: Heineken, Dodge Ram
Trucks, Commercial: North Carolina Lottery, Hyundai.
I've just gotten updated headshots and new reels up on all platforms.
You're welcome to reach out if you think I'd be a good fit!
2021 Film & TV Reel: https://vimeo.com/517866261
Voiceover Reel: https://soundcloud.com/user-57748297/tommybeardmore-full-voiceover-reel-2020
Website: http://www.TommyBeardmore.com
IMDB: https://www.imdb.com/name/nm3859237/
ActorsAccess: https://resumes.actorsaccess.com/tommybeardmore
Thanks for your time!
-Tommy Beardmore
Film. Television. Voice.
www.TommyBeardmore.com | @tommybeyond
The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, Chicago PD, Shameless

IMPORTANT: Use “{{First Name}}” as shown in the example above. It'll act
as a placeholder for the mail program you'll use. Without it, your email
will not be personalized to every agent.

Don't have many credits to list? No problem.
For those just starting out with not much of a portfolio, here's an example of
noting your uniqueness to stand out from the crowd.
As mentioned, actors who get signed without much experience are what's
commonly called 'Talent in Development'. Agents take them on to mold and
invest in. You don't need credits to get signed. They love to see progress,
so let them know feedback you're getting or classes you're taking.
Subject: Ginger Alert! 20's Actress, Improviser, Recent DePaul Grad
Hello {{First Name}}!
My name is Gwen Kelley, an actor and voiceover artist based in Chicago. I've just
graduated from DePaul School of Acting where I did a few shows and shorts namely
____, ____, and ____. I'm fairly new to the scene but curious if you had a Talent In
Development department.
Recent: I've been submitting on my own (5 auditions this month with 2 callbacks). I'm
taking a 4 week class at Black Box along with a Meisner class at Artistic Home. I
also volunteer to be a reader at PR Casting once a month.
I've just gotten updated headshots and some self-tapes up on all platforms. You're
welcome to reach out if you think I'd be a good fit!
(Insert links to any sites: Actors Access, IMDB, website, Backstage, etc.)
Thanks for your time!
-Gwen Kelley
Film. TV. Voice
Chicago
123-456-7890
www.GwenKelleyActs.com

DON'T WASTE YOUR ONE SHOT.
If you don't have a proper portfolio, Book a Private
Session and we'll get you ready: Demo Reel, Website,
Headshots, & SCENE STUDY for the audition at the
meeting. Check our testimonials by actors we've helped
from all over the world.

IMPORTANT: Use “{{First Name}}” EXACTLY as shown in the example
above. It'll act as a placeholder for the mail program. Without it, your
email will not be personalized to every agent.

5. INSERT between 2-3 headshot photos in the email.

Instead of attaching your headshots, add your photos as
INLINE IMAGES so they are instantly visible without opening
a new window or even scrolling the page. See example:

6. That's it! Close the email by clicking the “X” in the top right corner. Gmail will
save this as a draft. Your cover letter is finished and now you have a concise,
unique, and powerful pitch email.
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NOW, GO ENJOY SPENDING MONTHS GATHERING AGENT EMAILS!!!
OMG I'm kidddddingg. You don't have to do that. Unless you want to.
No. This is 2022. Everything is easier. Except owning a home.
As an actor, you have enough going on in your life. What usually takes months, our
Agent Genie can now do in only 15 minutes! Head to the page, grab your Agent Genie,
read and follow the 15 minute guide thoroughly and be sure to check out the tips and
tricks that have landed me huge meetings with big agents and managers.

I've been gathering agent emails for years and Agent Genie has been getting actors repped
from LA to London and every market in between.
When you get your Agent Genie, I'll guide you through the 15 minute process. I've worked in
every major market in this business and I've grown my list of agents to over 1,500 Top Reps in
LA, NYC, Chicago, Atlanta, London, Toronto, and Vancouver.
I've filtered and vetted my agent contact list down to the most powerful, hardworking, and
connected reps in the business. From boutiques to powerhouses, we only include the best
possible companies because we care about you and your path.
The best part? Every email is personally addressed and it only takes one click to send them
all.
Included in your Agent Genie is a mailer tool and tracking
report so you can see who has opened, clicked, and
responded to your materials in real time!

HOW
DOES IT
WORK?

Just another great service from WorkingActorPro! Because
we believe the best way to become a working actor is to
learn from one.

Watch our 60 Sec tutorial here!

CLICK HERE TO GRAB YOUR VERY OWN AGENT GENIE!
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1500+ Agents. 6 Markets. 15 Minutes.

MEETING WITH AN AGENT
Proven ways to make the most effective meeting.

Once you send off your pitch email, agents will be asking questions and setting
up appointments to meet with you. Most actors don't know how to make the
most of their meetings, what questions to ask, which terminology to use, etc.
Everything you do and say should best reflect your professionalism. Here are
some great tips taken from our Full Crash Course on How to Become a Working
Actor. If you're just starting out, I suggest enrolling. You can learn what took us 10
years all in one concise video-based survival guide. *All Agent Genie customers
get a discount code. Email Tommy@workingactorpro.com for more info.
Be sure to curb desperation. If this is your first meeting, pretend it's not.
Think like a pro and you'll be one. The more easy going you are, the more at
ease the agent is! Be humble, leave your ego, and remember you nothing to
prove and no one to impress. Be truthfully you - that's what they want to see.
Your first impression is everything. What you do here reflects what they
think you'll do in Casting Rooms. Be punctual, kind, calm, and honest about
EVERYTHING. I've ruined meetings because of the credits I misused. They
WILL research you and check your credits.
Heading to an in-person meeting? No need to get all dolled up, but they are
seeing you for the first time so it's important to be presentable. Wear
something comfortable that best reflects you.
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If you're zooming, take time to set up your call with a non-distracting background, good
wifi, and alert family or roommates to keep distractions down. If there is an audition, set
up the call like a self-tape. Dogs are fine because Agents LOVE dogs. Since a lot of
casting is still done over zoom, this meeting will reflect how you do self-tapes, so having
clear audio and video is key. If you'd like a list of affordable equipment to iron out your
kit, or how to get the best self-tape using our tricks, check out the Full Course.

You are interviewing the agent just as the Agent is interviewing you. Play
the game and make them feel you're being intentional with your choice of
rep. Ask THEM questions too! Here are some good ones we stand by:

Stand Out From The Crowd: Important Questions To Ask
Who's My Point and what's your Book Out Process?
Your point is your contact person. Not booking out is an agent's biggest pet peeve.
How active is your roster? How many are signed to you? How many of My Type do you
have?
Their actors should be getting into rooms frequently. But a large roster means you may be
competing for attention and audition slots. The greater # of your type on their roster, the
less likely you'll get in the room.
Will it be a problem if I submit and book on my own from indie casting sites
(ActorsAccess, Backstage, etc)?
What qualities does your Best Booker have?

When I'm in a meeting, I lay it all out so they have no hesitations.
Here are some things I always make sure to mention:
"I will never be late or unprepared for an audition."
"I will always submit a quality tape before the deadline."
"I don't leave town often, but when I do, I will BOOK OUT."
"I'm a hustler and do a lot of submissions on my own, so even if you're not
busy with me, I'll be busy with me.
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THE FASTEST WAY TO GET SIGNED

I HOPE THIS GUIDE HAS HELPED YOU!
Acting is my passion, but so is helping actors achieve their dreams.
Because I've achieved mine. We've built an incredibly successful
Online Resource used by actors of all levels all over the world.
Actors generally don't make it. And it's not because of talent. They
just don't know how to run their business effectively. If you're a little
in the dark about both the business and craft, we're here to take
down your learning curve. I suggest joining us and learning from
the best working actors in the business.

Tommy Beardmore

Founder, WorkingActorPro | Agent Genie
www.WorkingActorPro.com
Actor: The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, Chicago PD, Shameless

This is a wonderful
resource! I've been looking
for this sort of guidance for
a long time.
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Got signed with an agent and
I have you guys to thank!!

You've taken my acting to the next
level. Since our session, I've booked
a film, two plays, a web series, and a
musical project that's going to
Amazon!!
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